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Scientific Visualization Homework 4
Assigned Feb 9
Due 11:59pm Feb 16

Updated Thu Feb 12: α0 → α1 in question #2 figure; nf → fc in question #3 setup

Submit your work in a file named hw4.pdf in the new hw4 directory of your CNetID-scivis-2015
repository; an svn update should create the new hw4 directory.

(1) (20 points) Project 2 used convolution to reconstruct scalar values, and then colormapped them. You could also
colormap a scalar dataset (traversing data index space and assigning color to each gridpoint, according to the data
value there), and then using convolution to reconstruct colors at intermediate locations between gridpoints.

It was mentioned in class that convolution and colormapping do not commute. Describe (1.1) a simple combi-
nation of data values, colormap, and kernel which clearly and convincingly illustrates this. It is sufficient to describe
the data in one dimension (as a sequence of data values, like what you worked with for Project 1). Then describe
(1.2) the obvious difference between the results of convolve-then-colormap versus colormap-then-convolve that will
arise with the data, colormap, and kernel chosen.

1

opacity = α 1

(2) (20 points) In class Feb 5, we described how to compute the opacity (α) of of a
sequence of samples along a ray, in the context of ray-cast volume rendering, using the
over operator. The distance (in world-space) between subsequent sample along one ray
is called step size, denoted s here. One of the class slides illustrated how the rendering
quality will increase (sampling artifacts will decrease) with smaller step size (more
samples per unit length). This question concerns a modification to the opacities used in
compositing so that, in the limit of infinitely many samples, the compositing result is
invariant with respect to changes in step size.

Consider a slab of semi-transparent material one unit thick. As illustrated here, when viewed directly (with the
view direction same as surface normal), the apparent opacity of the entire slab is α1; 0 < α1 < 1. With unit step
size s = 1, exactly one sample will fall within the slab (as shown in the illustration), so the correct opacity to use for
that sample is α1.

(2.1): Suppose N > 1 samples fell within the slab instead of 1. Derive a formula (show your work and your
reasoning) for αN so that opacity α1 results from compositing N samples, each with opacity αN .

(2.2): Now imagine that the ray is passing through a medium of constant opacity, such that each unit-thickness
slab would have apparent opacity α1. Generalize your previous answer to derive a formula (showing your work and
your reasoning) for the opacity α(s) to assign to each sample along a ray with step size s 6= 1, so that the composited
opacity is on average the same as would result from unit step size and opacity α1 at each sample.



(3) (20 points) This question asks you to work through the determination of a world-to-view transform matrix
Mview, as described in FSV (version 0.54) Section 5.4. You may use your Project 3 code (rndCameraUpdate()
in camera.c and rendr cam) to find these; if so, svn add and svn commit your camera.c to your hw4
directory. It is okay to work with your Project 3 partner for this one question. If not using Project 3 code, show your
work, and whatever code you did create to answer this (you may not use code you find online). Give your answers
numerically, to three significant figures.

Suppose the following coordinates in a right-handed orthonormal basis for world-space:

• #–

fr = (6, 8, 1)

• #–
at = (2, 0, 0)

• # –up = (0, 0, 1)

• nc = −2

• fc = 2

For this question only, we notate coordinate vectors with parenthesized lists (a, b, c) rather than the transposed row
vectors

[
a b c

]T .

1. (3.1) (2 points) What is d, the distance between fr and at?

2. (3.2) (2 points) What is #–n ?

3. (3.3) (2 points) What is #–u ?

4. (3.4) (3 points) What is #–v ?

5. (3.5) (3 points) What is Mview ?

6. (3.6) (2 points) What are ncv and fcv ?

7. (3.7) (3 points) For what integers j is world-space location (0, j, 0) in between the near and far clipping
planes? (note that we are not specifying FOV, ar, or the nature of the projection)

8. (3.8) (3 points) The scene is lit by directional lighting that comes from direction (1, 1, 1)/
√
3 in view-space

(from right, above, and behind). What is the light direction in world-space?

(4) (20 points) These questions are about Marc Levoy’s seminal 1988 “Display of Surfaces from Volume Data”
paper (IEEE Computer Graphics & Applications 8:29-37).

1. (4.1) In the rendering method that Levoy presents, are (A) data values interpolated at ray samples, and then
sent through the opacity function, OR, (B) are the results of the opacity function and shading computed per-
voxel, and then interpolated at ray samples? Answer “A” or “B”, then describe exactly where in his paper you
find the answer, or the information that implies the answer.

2. (4.2) Is Levoy using premultiplied alphas? Describe exactly where in his paper you find the answer, or the
information that implies the answer.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Significant_figures
http://graphics.stanford.edu/~levoy/

